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The pose of this study was to develop a model'Mhi~h co~l~ be used 
in the 1fication· antl prediction of potential school dropouts; This ~ode! 
- . • I 
has attempted to ·d.etermine ·the extent to which certain selected 'variables. studied 
... 
couJ.d all be u~ed by schools in the future,# special. ins trumenta,l:ion W<,lS · avoided ... 
. ( ' 
l , , 
. 
The vari.abl-es used were the five Canadian Test of Basic Skills subtests .. , 
) V~.cabulary,._~ ~ea,ding Compreh~"nsi.on; En~lish~Usa,, . Mathematical Co.ncepts., ~-nd, ·. . 
Math~ma tical.Problem Solving; scho?l ach;l.evement in the form of'~~rade average and · . 
. . . . . 
overage_ variables; the two mental· ability.var~bles o( verba~ and non~verbal rq · 
• 
~r~m the Canad~ari Lorge~Thorndike Gr?up Injellige~ce Test; fath~r's 
' ' "' I I ( • 
l~':el; mother~·s level of education. and father's level of e.ducation.; 
. . 
occupational 
number of 
1\ • ' ' ., • I ._ • 
na~ural parents in·' the h<:>me; two dw~lling area variables community 1 and community 
..... 
~; percent of time absent; and the . nine variables involving teacher ratings of · · 
-$tudent self-control' cour.tesy' leadership' co-~'p~rati~n, attitude toward c·dti;_ 
" ""' • • I ' II 
· ci'st)l, Goncentration, attention, . tenacity· and self-relia.noe .•. • I • • ~ 
Twep.ty-;- three of these initial twenty_::fi;re variables wer e foun'ti ·to dis-
~ criminate statistically between the two groups ~m the anaiysis of variance. 
' I . 
The, two e~ceptions, number o£-riaturai pa~ents and community_ variab~e 1, were 
eliminated from further -consideration. The school achievement variables of" 
grade average. and overage'were also 
' . 
cause a new promotion policy in the 
' . . . .. . 
. 
these variables for futur~ studi'e§.• 
. . 
eliminated,from the ~criminant . arial:s~s 
dist~ict was eliminating the strengt~ - ~£ 
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The re~ining t~enty~one yariables proviqed the. model that disc~i~inated 
"' r , • . 
· between the two groups. The most importaqt_ ·var~ables were ,verbal IQ,.·absence, : 
self7r~liance, . co-operation, vocabulary. and ~other's level of ~ducation. These 
6 vari~bles accouni:e~ for 79 percent of the ·b;·t:weeri groups varia~ce ·between the 
.. . ' . 
·' dropouts . and non-dropouts. 'This model would correctly classify 87 . 3 percent of 
. . . 
the sample. 
An ext~e~e dlffer'ence was· found between the verbal and non-verbal .rei's 
. ' 
o'f th~. _two groups, with the suggesti~n, however~ that r 'ead'ing ab!lfty was not 
,.-. ') 
. . 
the cause· of the difference . 
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Ch~pt~r 1 : : 
/· 
•. UITRODUCTION . 
• STATEM;ENT OF PmJbsi 
., 
_;) 
The study was deveiop purpos~ of this ·to a model which could be-
. 
'• 
. ' 
used' in the identif:i,cation and prediction of potential. dropou.ts. This model 
was to determ~e the extent to which selected vari~bles wou~d effectively 
. . · . I /· .• o) , 
· discri~inate betw~en dropout.s an¥ . pon-dropouts. This .mbdel -was. intended to 
.. 
be the bC!(Sis for- th.e .~v~l.~tion of current programs. intended to tedu~~ 
the dropout ra.t ·e 1 in ·tqe school distdc t where this study was ·undertaken •. 
.. 
.., 
SIGNIFICAN£:;E OF TilE STuDY ~ . 
.b 
' • . 
.. , 
\ 
Over: the past fifty years numerous studies at_ld surve~s on th~_ .dropout · 
~ave been conducted." · Th:l.s research has studi,ed the 'Q.C\ ture and· scop~ ,Gf the 
dropout. phenomenon, as well as characteristi~s of the dropout. Proposals : · 
.. . ' ' ' 
have been mai:ie in ·these· studies for changes which are aimed at reducing the 
number: of dr~pouts\ 
\ Once ·a student has ·decided to termi~ace Lhis. fgrmal education,: th~ 
' . ... 
c~~b~ned efforts. of school personnel and concerned investigators have li~tl~, .· 
\. 
. . 
if any, effect upon tha~ decision (Hamreus, 1964, p. _1). Early identification 
. . ~ ' 
of the potent.ial dropout" therefore, becois an 1-mportant factor ,"in ·r~duci.ng 
the ntimbe~ of .dropot~ts. ··T~e, stu~ent who i a potential dropout must be · .· "" 
~ . ' 
identified at a point when pr~ventive acticln ~a·n stili be applied succ~~fully. 
I . 
·. 
1 ' 
. ' 
'!. . 
•' 
i r=-- f 
•, 
& I ' 
I· • 
... 
/ 
I • 
j 
I 
, 
... 
. . 
' . 
, 
. . . • . 
I 
., 
.. ' . 
s~ - w 
to e~ab+e ·him to. progres:; in 
.•. 
, • . 
.... 
school : . 
•t . 
' • ' 2 
School districts throughout Newfoundland-,· including the one" which was 
unqer study~ . are 'est~blishing spe~ial prog~alns in ~n attempt to oyercome 
' - ' ' dropping out. Evaluating the success of Wlese p.rograms will be a difficult 
• 
. .\ 
proposition. It is unl~Jely· that the P,rogtams will pe totally success'ful 
in elim:nat~ng dro;.outs{ I~ . ~s ~oss~ble that the new programs will them-" 
selves introduce factors ·wh:l,.ch will contribute to droppi~g ou.t, thereby 
.;o (') 
,adding a _new dimension to the problem. In· order to nieasure the _impact of 
new programs, the present charac teri''stics of dropo·uts must be determined to 
. ' . . 
. . . 
. provide a basis ·for comparison with the char:ac teristics of stl:ldents wt:o ~re 
· invol>\Ted in the new · program~ ... ·r thus, this study_ wa~ intended to .Provide one 
. ~ . . 
. . 
•· \ basis for. the future revision and improvement of .t;hese p~ograms. 
' . 
.... l. s.ome of th~ findings iri thi.s . study may aid school~ in the selection ~ 
/ , ¥ .., • • ~ • • ... 
of students for their rem~dial programs for potential .dropouts • . The pre-
. •. . . . .,./ . ,. . . 
. 1 . \ . 
diction of future dropouts · can be based· upon the way students s 'till in school 
I 
• , .. 0 ..,... b • ~ • 
resemble, in signifi.cant ways,' student's who have dropped out. Such a prediction 
. . ' a • ~ . , ; '-
COUl.d be used in the . s~lection\>f students for~ the remedial pro-grams • . } 
" . . 
Broader Significance 
9 
· The broad significance of this study is ·that' it . was the application 
. . 
j 
of a gene~l model to a specific ·setting. 
~ - . . . ~ 
Only presently existing data 
- 'were· used to e'nsure that similar studies could l:?e made at<Qth~ l.ocal ' level in ~, 
· the future. Thi_s model could- 'also ' be applied t _o . othe'r Newfoundland school 
.. 
di~tricts which. em:ploy ,:easonable eff~r~ in data collecti.on. 
~ -: ~ er I '· 
~- / ~\ f /1' 
' , 
I. 
. . ~ .. :· 
. . 
, 
' 
I ~ 
. ~ 
-. ' 
.I 
0 
~ 
I 
• I 
I 
•• 
. ._.__. 
. . 
'! . . 
Dropout 
,. 
. 
. .
. 
. ' 
DEFINITION' OF, TERMS 
'· 
•. 
... _.. ,1> I • ., . ~ • ., 
A dropout _was a Jormer ·.stud.ent who had. been in school during the··· 
" • • \ ' • • I " ' ; t 
~ • • J ~ D • • 
re~ular school .• y~a~ ·c;nd who had wit.hdr~f ft;~lll . scho~l ~~f..:~.re ~ra~uat~n~ "fr~m 
Grade XL Such an individual was considered ct. dropout .·whetber."his dtoP.:ping 
. ,. 
out 
. - . 
occured durin& or .' after he had j>assed the c , . . 
and 1fv he did not enter other educationa"l or training 
• J 
compuls'o.ry schoo~· attendapce 
. , . . I 
. pr~gral!'-s ·· for' ~a ·! 
,• 
· . 
, age 
,. ... 
. period of oq,e · year after droppinf out . of school. 
1\ · ' 
' 
Non-dropout 
. ' 
' A ~tudent 'who was still in school t or" wh'o had ~raduat~d ~~oni Gt;~de XI'· 
· or who entered scm~· o'ther educational o'r,ltr~ining progra~ ~thin one . Year. c 
• • ~ • (] • ~. • .. 0 f • 
d • r ·after· dropPfng out of· school, was consi ere~· a non,-dt;,opouti · •. , q \ 
. " 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
p 
? 
\ , 
., 
. . , 
,. 
This study has attemp·ted to .. answer .thVe two questions: 
.1. 
• ~ . . ' .. . r . 
What are some of the' variables, obt·airiable 'from :r:ead:Uy available 
• ' (:l • 
. ~· , 
• 
. ' 
. . 
'•. 
. ... 
• sources,. which could provi4e a.' b'asJ.s. . f~r eff~ctiv..e discrim:ina'tiort bet~een .potential 
• ~ - • • • ~ • ~ • • J • 
; . 
.• ' b • 
~(J 
. . 
dropouts and non-dropouts in one ~ewfotlndland scliool district? l\ Jo 
2. Can a model be devised, incorporating vatiables st> identifie~, ~ 
.. ~ ~ 
;-\_. .....-· ·• . ' • I .. . ~ 
-' thatj7i'll discriminate between dropouts and non-~ropouts? ··, 
. ' 
. ·~ 
LIMITATI0N&' 
' .. 
The inodel which this . study . presents for the idet\tif ica~i~l:l ,and :-pre-
. . ' : . ' 
diction o~ dropouts h~~ rel:vance fot:" f uture,.d,r--o\)0\,J..t studi~s. Ho~ev~r, 
applicat~on of the m6del ·must· be limited to schools .:nd t>~pu~atio~s· ·~tt!dlac = 
·-· ~ ·- \' 
·, 
.-
.· 
.. 
• 
., 
.. 
. 
•-' 
• . 
, 
,.. 
J -
...,. •' 
.. 
b ' 
•. 
• : b 
•. ' 
' -
. · 
. ,, 
\. .. · ., 
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. \ . . ·· ·. 
0 • • 
. . 
0 
\ . 
· "'" ' & 
. 
· o to those used in this study. 
' 
' ' 
, ' .. · , I 
. It' is· possible that some important -variables related to school dr?~-
" . ' 
outs are omitted from thi~ study. / . I' 
" 
. . 
Also~he nature of the selected ~varia~les, 
---- ! 0 • · , 
· and Some p:culiar· scaling difficulties l¢ad to conservative interp,retation of -
. 
' findings regarding the discriminating abilities of these variables. 
' , 
. 
.. 
• 0 
• a 
J 
ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF TilE STUDY 
, .. ~- .  
A review of the literature related to the dropout pheno~enon will be _ 
presented -in Chapter.2~ A detailed account of . the experimental ·design .and the 
• n• "" 
6 ,' 1 
data~~llection procedut~e$ will be given in d~~pter 3. Chapt_er 4 contains the· -
. . " , .. . . \ ' . 
. v 
~~lys_is of the ' data. Chat>ter 5 includes a. summary,. the conclusions 'reached, 
' ' 
'along with the ·recommendations for further research. 
. . 
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.Chapt~r 2 · 
,. 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The purpose ol this chapter was to review the literature as. it per-
'· , tained to research on dropou.ts. Since· there are a vast .number of studies on 
. . 
;G s.choo). dropouts, this chapter could be very iengthy, especially if studies 
were reviewed indi~idually • . In. o.~der to keep this chapter relevant, drop-
out studies .have been investigated under three main sub-headings. Th'e first 
I 
is a lopk at the types ot studles wh~h have been carried~out on dropouts, 
~ith particular emphasis on · studies similar to this one. The second section 
" deals with the factors related to dropping out of school, particularly those 
... I 
vFriables which this study has investigated. The .third section sununarizes 
previous r ·esearch on Newfoundland dropouts. 
. . , ... 
..J'<• 
. TYPES OF RESEARCH · ON T~ ~OUT 
. I 
"'-';.., , .
•)-; .,'...to: I ' 
Many research st.udies ha"'/e been made on the sc4ool dropout. · Methods 
(J _., 
I • 
. 
, . 
of study are almost .as numerous as the studies themselves. Researchers "have · v 
reported contradict~ry'results of investigation of the same variable. While 
· some disagreem.ent has resulted from differences in populations s;udied, such 
· ~~ ·rural versus urban dropouts, many contrasting con.clusions must be attributed 
to the design and ~onduct of.the study. A discussion of.the five basic types 
\ 
r· of research on the drppout reported in the literature (Varner, 1967, p. 9) 
follows. 
. ' 
5 
·. 
.·. 
) 
I / 
' I 
6 
.. 
Number ·of Dropouts 
. 
One type of study asks the questio~- ~ow many students drop out of 
school? Various methods have been used to determine the number of dropouts. 
While useful in assessing the magnitude of the problem, this approach igno~es 
~ 
the question of why students drop ciut o_f school,· which nee4s to be answered 
b~ore pr~ventive or corrective action can'be initiated. 
~~ons for Dro 
.. 
Studying for dr~pping out of school is'another type of ~ 
research. Data from several sources have been ~~ed tor1,U.I\d reasons. 
- I 
The 
. "' . 
reason, or may tend 
I 
is the drO.J?OUt himself., ,.P.;li't he may not recognize . the 
- :'J (.. ., ·" 
to give the .ciost socially. acceptable answer. He may ·be 
• ' ' I 
most obvious source 
forced to che~k one ~tern ~rom a list,.when his reasons are multiple or not 
among ~he possibilities. One choice may mean different things to dif(erent 
students. For example, financial necessity maymean helping to support h~s 
family, or buying a car. _ Marriage may be av~esult ' or a cause of withdrawal. 
If drop_outs gave open-ended responses, interviewers usually categorj_zed their 
r 'esponses for· purposes of reporting. Teachers, cotlnsellors, or · adiiJini~trative 
• 
personnel may not have known the reason, or may simply~ave referred to school 
rec.ords, to find w\lat reason was .. given by the dropout when he left school. In 
=~-
general, there is no way, to determine the degree to whic~ shortcomings of 
this tyPe a~fected the outcome of the· studies reviewed. t 
\ 
Descriptive Studies 
A third type of study involved describing ~at dropouts were like. 
' . 
!! 
' . 
.. 
·. 
l , 
\ 
- · . . ·
. 
!) 
·' 
.. 
.. 
7 
Characte~isti~s such as in tel~igence',' par~nts.' level o'f education, or the· 
' 
. slze of the school attended ~ere ·investigated. - ... Results were usually r ,ePOFted 
, in statistida'l form. · 
-----. 
Methods of obta'ining data for these descriptive studi~s. differed. 
___,__;-...: , 
School records were commonly used, but often,were incomple~e and so~etimes in-, 
accuratE7,. Personal interviews invo_lved more "in depth" investigatio11.s and 
understanding of school dropouts~ t~eir characteristics and causes, but may 
have been subjective; analysis is difficult and recorde~ data may have re- , 
flelted the' bias of the in~ervie:wer. · Qu~.stion~ selected for qu~stion~aires 
again may have re~lected bias. ~pen-ended questions al}owed the subject to 
- n 
• ' ! • expres~ himself more completely, but made results difficult 'to c~tegorize for 
purposes of analysis. · · 
In addition, beca~se many dropouts moved and. left no .forw~~ding address, 
·! 
did not submit to intervi~wS', ot: fa:t..led to return questionnaires, data ~from a · 
selective rather ~~~n a _r~presentatfv~sa~p~e m~y~have .resulted.~n many stu~ies • 
.. 
Predicting Dropouts 
The
1
predictive approach tried to answer· the questi~n-- Which students 
will drop ouf? A n'umber ~f characteri'stics tentatively assumed to be . ,!IJ 
~ 
associated with dropouts, but differentiating them from non~dropouts, .were 
J applied ~o a giv~n population. The purpose of these studies was to identify 
\ -
potential dropouts before they~ecame dropouts. 
' . 
Follow~p Studies 
' 
The final type of re~rch r~ported in the literature studied 'what 
happen~d ~o dropouts. · ' The empio~nt statu~ and earning power of dropouts 
·have typically b~en invest~gated. 
) 
\. 
7 
• 
,- \ 
. ·~ 
... 
' . 
.. 
. 
.. 
. , 
8· 
-./ 
, .· Resul-ts have been used as- "! means of persuading students to ·remain in: school 
( 
i . 
through graduation. 
. < . 
'This Study: What ·Type? 
\ ' -
I , .· 
.. 
Th~s· study has ·combined the third and fourth-types of studies dis-
.. 
. 
cussed • . Discriminant 'analysis makes it possible . to describe and predict in 
.~ 
. . 
· the one ope~ation. The _discrimination between · the dropout and the non-drop~u~ 
. . 
gives a- description of the dr9pout which 'enables prediction, based on how ·well_· , 
students compare with the dropout. 
. . . . 
Ve~y few ~tudies in the d~opo~t literature. exemplify this .approach. 
' ~ 0 
·,FACTORS RELATED To·. DROPPING OU'l' 
.. 
\ . I -
For this section of the review'of. the literature, research was in-
.. ' 
vestigated which concerned the factors· related to dropping . ~ut ?.f school. 
. . . 
~tandardized Achievement - . 
· Researchers reported'Cntradictory results when standardized 'achieve~ 
\ 
m~n~ was investigated ~n studies of dropping ·oot~ 
.Schreiber (1968) and Livingst_on (1958) .both foun<;t that ~~a~ing abi,.li~y, . 
y . ( 
measured by standardized reading tests, was signi!~cant;ly lower .for dropo4ts 
than . for non-dropduts., Childers (,1965) reported the same- ~edults. for male -
. . 
dropouts, .-~ut• not for female drop~uts • . Markus (1_9.64) and Hoptd~s (l9G4)-. b.oty 
. . . . 
~iscovered that r~ading ability made ·very li~tle contribution, as compared with 
' ( oth~r variables· studied~ in distinguishin~ drop~uts and non-dr~pouts. Walters 
and Kranzler · (1970) also foun~ tha~ 'rE':ading . ability was "somewhat ove; rated ~s . .' 
,, 
a predictor . of. dropouts (p. 103) ~ 11 
( _ 
/ . . .' \ :. 
.. ·. , \ 
... 
·.r , 
& 
- ·, \ 
., 
( -
.. ,
' ·,~ 
J . • 
Lloyd (1967) found that sta~dardized ~r~thmefic an& ' la~~uage _ test 
scores were signif~~antly lower for dropouts than for no~~dropouts. One stu~y · 
·previously _cited (Walt~rs and K;anzler, 1970) ,'"' ~a.oncluded that "Aritpmetic 
• · - achievement, rarely mentioned a,s a p~edic to~·-of_ aropouss? appears to be more, 
l • 
~' I 
• 
< 
_impor_tant than .some of the offen~mentioned variables {p. 103)." 
I 
School Achievement, 
. 
'' "" .) . . . ~ 
~ ,.,. . . ~ . 
Many·studies (Cook, 1956; .Kennedy; ~6; Mink and Barker,- 1968; ·Nachman, 
Gels_on_ and, Odgers, 1964) agreed tha~ school_ a_7hievement was a .significant • 4 
: • f • , • • • • ' • • ~ • • • 
va·riable in distinguishing dropouts !from non-dropouts. ,Ind~ed, these studies 
support the ev~luatibn of ou~ school 'system made by Alec· Clegg (1973): 
. ., . 
Anot.her force which leads .:2: gross in~qualities and much wa:ste of 
human potential is the way we wield the' weapon of succes's and failu're. · , . 
We are lavish in our.praise of succe~s, acknowledging the good that it 
can do, .but we: all. too .. often · completely ignore the damage that can be -
done in 'fnsen~itiveiy plunging a child time and again into failure 
{p. '44). 
School achievement has been studi,ed by using either g~ade av'er;{ge;, 
or the number of grades repeated. · 
# ~ 
'"Grade averages. Markus (1964) found the Grade IX averages of drop;-. 
outs to be significantly lower than those of non..;.dropouts. The sam.~ results 
• ·, have bee~ "obtain~d using eirt~-- grade achievem~nt {Hamre~,. 196~), :while LloYd 
(1967) even discoveted·that Grade VI averages significantly discriminated 
. ' 
\ 
between dropouts and non-dropouts. Schreiber (1968), \.\Sing ·no specifi~ grade . .. 
• • 0 
·• level, reported that dropouts were in the lowest academic quartile., In 
, 
Newfoundland, Kennedy . . (l966) ,£ound tha~ failure ··of grades, based on low school -
achieveme~t,~ 'was a dominant factor causing _s~ud_ents to_ d·r~p out of ·school. 
'> 
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Failure of,grade(s). 
"" 
' 10 . 
r 
The,rnajority of studies on dropouts'which have 
~ . 
~investigated grade. fai:ture .and retentio~ have found i't to be a s,lgnificant 
•• • 0 
variable. The number of grades re.peat;~d ,' or an overage. s~ore calcu.lated from 
. . , , . 
the date of birth a~d the normal age per grade, . are 
~ 
the ·two methods usually 
used to study ·this variab~~· v . 
.  
' 
An older · study (Douglass & Hind, 1937) found grade retardation' to be 
. . 
- "one of th.e two rn~st "signi~icant factors (p .. 379)" fr8m thos~ they invest.igated. 
A recent· stt,tdy (Howa!d, 1972, ·P· · 7) showed that 31 percent _of dropouts. have. ' 
.. 
' \ . ) ) 
·r~peated at le~t one year, -as compared with only 6 Percent of gt;'aduates .• 
' Smith, Tseng, & Mink (19i1) also found gra~e failure to be a very s i gnifica_nt. . 
. variable. 
' ' ·' 
. · ·Kennedy (1966) di'scoyered 'tha t failure and consequent ·re.tention · w_ere 
r , 
the dominant and influential factors for Newfoundland dropouts. Martin (1962) 
. . . ' ... . 
abo confirmed that. Newfoun~Han'd c;liopouts repeat ··.grad~s mo~e · of~~ i}l~n~ non-· 
dropouts_. 
Bert Greene (1966, p1 37) believes withdrawal from school is an,ego 
• protecting device'which results from consistent failure to achieve ~long. with 
• • t.' 
the discrep~ticy in 'ages bet'\ieen the dropout and his classmat•es. 
. . . 
. Mental Abili-ty 
. ) ") .. 
Grou~ · or "fndivi~ual intelligence test scores of dropouts and non-
dropouts have been com~ared to study the mental ability variable; · This 
variable has most often been found to be the primary variabl.e in· the early. 
,. identification of dropouts (Walters & Kranzler,_ 1970, p. · 103). M.:;Lny writers · 
\ . 
(Hoyt, 1902; Mink & Barker, . 1968~ Sch;eiber~ 196'8) _have described · the dropout 
{ 
as below average in· intelligence~· · 
. ., 
·. 
\. ,' 
.· . 
.. ~- ~.:_ ·.· .. : ·: ·;·~ . ' lq,j \.·:J'; ~ ~ -. :' !, •• • ' • .. • ; . ;' . ~ f ~ & • ; • • • • 
(' --~· 
, 
\ .-
·. 
'\ 
• 
/ . 
l 
• I 
\ 
it'> 11' 
· ':<-
.. stud~~s. by ~runnn~e (1964), H~mreus (1963), L~vingston · (1958t -Van Dyke. 
& Hoyt - (1958), and Walter~ & Kranz!~~ (~70) ~11 foun4 ·~~at in~eliige~~t~s~f/--
" . . .. ~ ~ 
I 
scores were significantly _lower for dropouts than for no?-dropout~ # Walters 
and Kr~nzler ( 1970, p •. 104) ~eport'e:d that TQ comhined with the ·three varlab!e~ ,, . 
age, arithmetic achievement, and ·father's o~cupation made it possible' to 
' ' ' I .ollii id~ntify dropouts with a 91 ~ercept acc~racy while maintaining a total accuracy 
.-.... 
.of 80 per'cent. 
Martin (1962) found thai:: Grade IX dropou_ ts in ··Newf'oundl~nd were 
.)'. . 
,_ , 
significantly lower than non-dropouts in .mental ability, as ·measured by. · • 
. . , · . 
. . 
1 standardized intelligence test results • Wa!ren (1967)· includes lower intell-
igence as· one of ·the cau~es of dropouts in Newfoundland., ,, 
) ~ 
.· 
Father's Occupation 
fpe ~ccup~ti?nal st~t~s - of parents of dropouts and non-d~opouts has 
b~en studied by using varlous categor:tes such as unskilled l€lb~ur, skill~d_ , . 
iabo~r, a~d professional worker. 
. • - • ,. 0 ' · 
So.me studies _(Hamr-~us, 1.963; ·Lloyd, 1-96{) found the occ~pat_ional 
• ""\ • ' • ' • t 
• . ' I . 
level pf the·\father to be significantly lower for dropouts. Others (Hopkins, 
1964; 'Tuel, . 196.6) -reported similar .findings· for the occupational sta-tus of both 
. . . 
parents. Acc~rding· ~o one study, most fathers of Newfoundland dropouts were 
semi~skilled or unskill~d workers · ~Kennedy~ 1966}. 
. 
Walters and Kranzler 
. I 
(1970) found this v:aria~le very 'irrtporta.nt_: "No ,COIJlbination of variables -can 
. . " •' .. 
·he used ·~s predictive v~riables to an 'effici~nt 'degre~ unless some measure of 
socioeconoinic .Status is included (p • . 103}~·" 
' .~ 
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Parents' Level of Education \ . 
. . _~Mink & Bar~er. (1968) describJd. th:.: dropou~ . as "coming from a family 
that does no't value· education highly and has a history of low educational 
;. t ~ai.nment ( p. ~ 1J) • · · ~~ller ( 19 66 , , p. ~0 ~ ~p~r ted that. parents of mos i Mqp-
. \ ' . -
outs had le.s.s than a Grade VIII education, ind.iq&ting, : as other studies have-
• J ... 
(Ken?edy, 1966; Schreiber,, 1966), -~hat p~rents of, dropouts ~ere oftE7n pre-
~tu_re ,dropouts themselves. Many studies . (Hamreus, 1963; ·Hopkins, 1964; 
. I - . . . 
• J 
Lloyd~ 1968; Tuel, 1966;.Van Dyke & Hoyt,- 1958) found- the _educational attain-
. 
ment for the parent~ of dropouts was significantlr ·lower than for the parents 
f d ' , o non- ropouts. 
. . / · 
parents . ~han· 
Numb~r of ~atural Pa:vents in the Ho.me 
T (t 
Dropout~ were found to be more likely to have separated 
non-dropouts in four . investigations -(Hamreus, 1963; Livi~gston, 1958; Lloyd, 
• 0 
1968; Tuel, 1966) •. "Anc~~her study (Childers;· ,1965) discovered the number of 
natural parents with whom ·_the subject resided to_ be significant .for female 
' 
dropout_s, but not for male dropouts. Lloyd,- . (1968) reported the "lllarital 
... 
status of parents to b~ sig~ificant fer both male and female dropouts, bu; 
!;\ ' • 
~· . I 
' 
more so for females.r Stack & Wilbur _. 0.971) discovered that approx~mately 
ninety percent. o.f the. foster. c~~ldren in the arka of this ~tudy become ·New':' · 
foundland;, dropout~. 
~ 
· Dwelling Area · '· 
. '-
. Differ~nces ·in dwelling 'areas : d~$ ting~ished Chicctgo dropouts· and '!?on.,. 
.. 
. \dr~pou~s .i_ri, _a study by Markus (1964). Different. communities within the _ · 
histrict under study in Newfoundland were. reputed to have differing per.centages · 
' . :I 
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13 
of dropo_uts est~~~ & .. W~lbur, . 197.1) •. ' ' · 
·• 1 
. Time A~sent · 
• The number of days absent or the per·centage of time absent have been 
'· . 
,.s'tudied to fin~ if . .,dropouts : mi~s more. school through absence· than non-dropputs •. 
"'. · Most of th~ investigations con~ldering_~his variable found that drop- ' 
outs were absent from school significantly more often than non-dropouts (Ha~eus, 
' ~ I 
1963; H~pkins, 1964; Howard, 1972, L~vingstr! · 1958;_ L~oyd, 1968,._ Stroup &· 
. Robins, 1972; Tuel, ': 1966, ~ell~r, 1966) • . : . . 
• Howard (1972) discovered that i n their g last full year in school 
' -
. · nearly 23 percent o·f. the dropouts miss over 25. school days lftlile for non-dropouts· 
Greene (1966)~ Silberman (1970), and Tuel (1966) all reported the 
A 
.freqt,tency of apsenc~ increas'ed as the dropout progressed through. school·. 
~ ' A • 
Teacher 'Ratings of Student Beka~ior 
\ 
Very few 4ropout studi~s hav~ included teacher ratings ~f student 
·.· 
behavior. The one available study (Amble·, 1967) reported tlult teachers 
rated s~udents who late~ graduated from high school much more favorably than 
I ' ' 
students who later dropped~t of school. Thi~ was true for· all seven of ~he. . 
.. . 
I char~"c~erisd~s (co-operation, leadershi~, etc.) on' which the ·. teachers r~ted 
the ·students. Rela ted to thia variable, dropouts scored less on attitudes . 
~ ' . bo~rd school than did · non-~ropouts (Hamreus, 1963), ard Screiber (1~68) . 
... 
found that ·dropouts felt rejected by the school. 
· I 
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.· NEWFOUNDLA.ND·' sTUDIES ON DROPOUTS 
- ~ 
· .. Kennedy· 
... Sister Mary Perp·etua Kennedy (1966) "fourl~ .failure apd consequent 
., -
• .J 
· 'retention,were the dominant and influentiaL factors for Newfoundland dropout~ 
" 
- 1J • Other i~P?~ta~t fi~dings were that parents and s~blings of dropouts were 
often premature c.f:7opouts, ~ost_ . ~athers of dr_opQpt~ were s~mi-skilled or un- ~ . 
o s~il~ed workers, only ·13·. 6 percent of the dropouts had taken part in any ~tra-
.• 
., 
curribUlar activities in the school, and ~nly. 13~6 perce~t had mothers ~orktng · 
· outside the home. ' -
.· 
Martin 
George' E. Martin (1962) su~irey~d the factors rela'ted in dropping_ out · 
• - '(J, • 
in G~ade . IX·for t~e Newfoundl~nd Central High Schools. in-the school. year 1961-62. 
·.~ 
'He found that the mental ability of dropouts wa~ significantly lower than that 
of non-dropouts~ Dropouts also_ repea~ed gr~des more often, had less interest 
. \ . 
· in school and - sp~nt .,less .t_ime in lesson preparati.on outside the. classroom. The 1 · 
0 
mos-t important reason the dropouts gave for leaving school was that. they ·were 
~ 
not interest~d in what the school had to offer ..t;.hem • 
. I 
Stack & Wilbur ..:.. 
Stack and Wilbur (1971) carried out an informal survey of the dropo~t· 
a. . .. 
problem in the· district of this study, questio.nin& school ·adm,inistrators, ... 
' ·' II . . . 
. . . 
teachers, and students, as well as child welfare workers, a social assistance 
·. 
worker, and a guidance couns~llor. The impoi~ant question they asked t~ese 
:t 
people ·was-~What ' are some of the causes . of th~ dropout probi~? 
·• 
'· 
I . 
•• 
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One of the answets . received 
.' . . . '\ 
believed to have many ,more dropouts than others." Another finding was that th~re 
.r- .-.' \ . • . . ,1- • 
,.,; .... ,~... . . . 
were many more foster children in the area than in most areas of the Province, 
- ~,-· •' I 
0£. ~-it was•' estiried over 90 perc_ent drop out of school. · The otlier answO~s ; 
- 1«b.r 
was that some communities within \he district were 
received were not peculiar to this area and have already been discussed in this 
' ' \.' .. 
chapter. 
" .. 
', .., 
• 
Many studies have been Diad~ on the school dropout. ··Method-s of study were· 
' ,. 
almost as quferous as the studies themselves. Diffe~ences in the design and 
. . 
conduct of · the :f!nvestigations, as well as d.iffernces in- populations studi~d, . were· 
. ~ 
.. 
responsible for .sometimes 'contradictory results. · 
.. • .. . 'J. 
The five dif£erent types of dropo~t r~search were eval~ted. 
. ' The factors which , have often been ~ound to be related t~ . school drop~uts 
were individually ~tudied. These vat:iables arE; standardized achievement, 'school 
. . . 
achievement (grad~ ~verage ,and overage), Illental abiliiy, ·:fath~r' s .oc~upation, · : 
.J ' • • 
pa~e~t;' · level . of educati·on, number .- of na~ura.l. p~rents. i~ 't~e home, dwelling 
» area, _ time absent, and teacher ratings _of student behavior. 
r Newfoundland studies on dropouts we~e reviewed to investigate factors 
peculiar to the setting of this study. 
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·, 
. . 
' 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN,'DATA COLLECTION, · 
AND STA;TISTICAL ~~OCEDURES . ' 
. ' 
0 
This chapter contains .a discussion on the subjects an~ variables 
() 
selected for the 'study, the data sources and method of collection, as well as 
- .. 
the· ~tatistical procedures us~d~ . 
SEL~CT~;N ~ SU~JECTS 
. j 
The setting for the study,,ihe· samples selected, and a discussion of 
' -. , 
the the~ry b~hind the choice of samples are discussed in this s,ect~on·. 
0 
Setting :' 
All subjects for this ~tudy. were s·elected from the schoo~s within one 
-educat.ional. district i'n Newfoundland. This district is . composed ·of eight 
elementa7y~ schools; one junioio high school (Gr'ades vii anci VIII); and "one· 
I 
senior h:lgh 'school (Grades IX-, X and ~~). In terms· 'of the number of stuq.ents, 
it is ·the smallest district in the province. I There are ten communities in the 
district which are connected ·to one .another by a highway. 
r ' I • I 
The communities . 
./ 
at one end of. the' district are' close to an· urban Cet;J.ter., l¥here_. many of the 
residents work. ;rhe_ connnurlities at the other en,d af . the d.istrict have few 
residents who connnute to the city. · .. 
' 1 .... 
The Samples 
l·r-: 
The 1dto.pout sample. . This gro'!Jp was comP.osed of all the indivi~als who 
had dropped.out of the schools in the district during the school· ye~rs 1969- 70 
b : 
4 
. l 
16 
. .... . 
•' 
. . . 
' ·c 
·' 
. 
. f 
"' ~ 
r 
•'. 
~ ·' . . p' 
and·' 1970-71. This · dropout gr~up 
·' 0 ~ • 
The non-dropout sample. On~ hupdr~d > • •• '···--and eleven' sub~ects were 
1 ·. • ~ . 
.~. 
' a~~o··).· . 
,. 
seled::ed . ·for this group from thitotal _body of '1.9.70=-71 students in 'the district 
. by using random 's.ampling -stratified by grade ·and sex, proportional to the 
" . . . ~. . 
grade and sex of ~he ?ropou~ .group. l- . 
·' . 
. . .. 4 
The Choice of . Samples I . 
-, . . 
The non~dropout group was a much younger,group than the~ropo~t group, 
. J' . ' / . 
because many dropouts had repeated grade?. Over~geness ~as considered• to be 
.. 
·, . 
\ . . . . , . 
a ~ignificant variable wltl~onsidef·ing the difference b~tw~en •dropouts and 
. ' 
non-dropout~. . 0 • , , ' The aim of some of the· present p:rogra'ms ~n~the· d~str±ct was 1 , 
. . 
I • 
-to eliminate this overagen~ss. In this study·, a~e was t o.l'!t;relled - in · the serise. 
r 
that ,the _age of the non-dropout 'Sa,mple would b~ typical of the ·,age Ofi dropouts 
• ~~ ~ <II • 1 • .I t: -
' . I' / 
if the• averageness factor . were eliminated st:aUst~cally • .' 
I ' 
VARIABLES-STUDIED f 'O 
t " r . 
" ,. • J One .p~rpose · of th~s study wa~ ' to use data 'which was p~eseft~~ em?lo~ed 
by the school district to evaluate :its prog~a.ms, or ~o us~ ~ta which :could 
-.' ' . ' . ' 
b~. c~llected "with reasonable .e~fort by the schodls in ¢he f~ture. For tRi~ . 
..., . '\. ' 
·, -
.lieaso~, .special instrumentation w.as avoid·ed. 
' . , . 
l ~ The·var~ables ~ich w~re studied 
. . .-
. ~ ·, ... 
are described in the ',following pGtragraphs. .. 
'' 
' Standardized A~hievement ., . 
J The qanadian Test of Basic Skills · (~ing,- 1967)· .Was~used ~B the· mea;~J;e · of standardized achievement. The school district had 1). I recently adopt.ad this test· .~ 
' 
l 
L 
as part of its · testing program. I • I I\ 
' o 
J . ,. Cl 
I ~ . 
.. 
\ 
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' . . 
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" I . 
The t.est has eleven sub test scores: vocabulary, reading comprehension, spelling~· 
0 
capitalization, punctuation, ·English uaage, map reading, reading graphs and 
. ' . I {J 
''· 
tables, use of refe~ence materials; mathematical concepts, and mathematical 
·problem s~lvj.ng. 
., 
. 
e' 
The standardization of the ' Canadian Test of Basic Skills late in 1966 was 
' 
a co-operative enterprise. involving the publishers ·and authors of the Canadian 
' r . 
·Large-Thorndike Group Intelligence Test and · the Canadian Test of Ba&ic Skills, 
·-
;together with a stratified random\ sample ?£ Canadia~ schools. 
The .autho~s of. the .. Can~:i.an Test of Basic· Skills claim all the· commoniy 
fl 
. · 
A i used principles in the validation of· test cont~nt have been .applied ~n the 
preparation of individual .test items. The test was not d~signed.as an apti~vde 
.test, ~rasa pred~ctor of- future academic s~ccess. No data on predictive 
___ J . ''t 
I 
· ~ . · ·~alidity is given (iQ,ng, .196 7.). .~ 
~ ~ .. . No lnfa.rmati~n on reliability was ·provided irt the teacher's manual for 
.. 
the test (King, 1967). Adequate' re:!iabili'ty was assumed but this must be. 
f ' 
. , 
cons,idered a limitation _in interpr~ting the findings of the s~udy. 
"• Five of the el~v~n · ~u'bt~st scores were sele~ted .for study: These were 
•. 
vocabulary, reading comprehension, English usage, mathematical concepts, - ana 
:·, ' . . ' 
~the~at~cal problem solving. These subtests were considered to be the , ;ost 
. . 
u · important ones and were 'found to be significant in the studies reviewed in 
the preyious Chapter • 
... ·. ~ . The scot~s , were .. recorded in grade:..month level by ·th'e school personnel, but 
were convert~d to percentile score; within grades to fa:cilitate\1 co~parisons.· 
II · 
.. 
,f> .. ·. 
' I 
.. 
.. 
-· 
., 
... 
.. 
I . 
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(/ 
a.cross different grade levels. National norms w·ere used to .make the. conversions.· 
. 4 .• . 
This variable caused ~roblems because it was not obtained for .all subjec~s. 
. . . 
The test was admin~stered to stud~nts from Grade III to Grade VIII inclusive in 
· .D~cember, ·.1969. Theref<:>re, scores were ,not obtained for ,the Crade X and Grade 
XI subjects. in both 'groups and the Grade IX dropout group for the school year 
p • 
1969-70 for those students who dropped out before Decembe~. 
. .. . 
Table l shows the mean scores and standard deviations for both g:roups 
. , 
considering the five standardized athievement variables studied. Discrimination 
> 
was strong in the expected direction for all five variables. 0 
Table 1· .-
Means and Standard-Deviations on the Five 
.... Standardized Achievement Var~ables 
. -
Dropout Gr~mp (n=64) Non-d!opout Group (n=76) 
,. 
' 
Variable 'Mean S.D. Mean S.D. · 
• 
.. 
' 
' Vocabulary 16.05 16.76 27.57 25.08 
Reading 11.97 12.54 24.96 22.90 
English 19.59 20.58 28.11 )6. 66 
' 
-
- 15.61 15.30 31.08 25.24 Math Concepts 
Math Problems 
' 
,22. 71 20.77 34.03 25.74 
Since absenGe on the day of administration. of the test was probably on · 
a rando~.basis, and because these variables discriminated strongly on mean 
'· . 
sco_r.es, it was decided to inclt~:de in the final data analysis only those subjects 
who had complered this standardized achievement test ~attery. This was 
' necessary as the computa~ion of the discriminant function which was ~sed in 
the an:alysis r equired each subject to have a· c?mprete :Set of data. 
----
.. 
·' 
t 
.. 20 
School Achievement .' 
_, 
..... 
School achieveme_nt was measured by the . two variables of -grade average 
apd averageness. 
Grade average. The individual student cumula~ive.record forms contained 
space for the final mark for each school .subject for each school year. These 
1:1 • . ~ 
final marks were-based on the entire year's work and were not· the result of 
one final e~mina~ion. The total o( the t'inal .marks divided by_ the number of · 
scho~l subject~ studied was used to find the grade average for each student. 
! ' ' 
·This grade average was 'used as ~he measure of school achievement. . . 
The school. ·grade average for the .year before the year of interest was 
calculated for_i!ach subject. 'Thus, the 1968-69 grade average was found for 
the 1969-7Q ~ubjects and the 1969~70 average 'was used (or .the 1970-71 subjects. 
~ . 
The grade average of the year before wa~ chosen because some of the subjects 
dropped out of school early in the school year, befoie .. grades _were giv:en. This 
decision also eliminated possible tea~her bias due to kno~ledge of dropping ·, ., 
. . 
out or.staying in school before giving. grades. (\ I 
~h~ mean grade a~erage. obtained for the one hundred and eleven subject~: 
in the dropout 'group was 45.14. For the same number of non-dropouts_ .the me~n 
Q 
average was fou~d to be 60.14 • 
. averageness. In the majority of cases, averageness is a ' result of re-.. · 
pet:Ltian of grades •. The formula · A_ge - (Grade '+ 5) was u'sed to obtain thiS' · 
. 
variable score." Age in years, as of December 31 in the school year of interest 
was used for each sdbject • 
. The inean overage. score for 'the dropout group was. 2~ 20 a-q.d for. th.e non-
.  . 
dropout it was found to be 0. 65. These scores indicated_. strong differences 
.. 
, < 
between the two groups. 
., 
I 
1 
·. 
,' ' 
.... 
-· 
I 
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.. 
Mental. Ability 
The· Canadia~~arge~Thorndike Group Intelligence Test 
of mental abil~ty.~ Th; district had adopted this test as 
was used as th~ measure 
part of its testing 
progr_am. i 
The standardization of · 'this test was a co-operative enterJ?rise involving 
. I 
the .publishers and authors of this test and the Canadian Test' of Basic . Skills, , 
. • l • 
together with a_: straHfied random sample of C~na~lian _Schools (Wright, 1'968) • 
• ·T~~utho~s define their test ' as a · series of ' tests ' of abstract intelligence. 
. . -~ 
Abstract intelligence is defined as the ability to ,work with ideas and the 
relationships among idea~. They believe most abstrapt ideas with which the. 
school c.Jlild deals are ~pressed in .. verbal symb.fls, · so tha~ verbal s~bol~ a~e 
the appropriate medium f.or the testing of abstract intelligence. NeverthelessJ 
~ 
. 
they take account of the fact that for some--the· poorly educated or the poor 
. . ,_. 
reader--printed words may constitut~ an inadequate basis for ~~raising an 
individual's · 'abiliti~s. Consequenfly, ,a parallel set of nonverbal tests 
- I • 
accompany the basic verbal scores (Wright,· 1968). 
J ~ ' 0dd-eyen reliability data based on r~resentative single-grades sa~ples 
• I I • • o 
f from the"' standardization,.. program range fr'om .830 t~·~45 (Wr~ght: 1968), in-
dicating sufficient · reliability for the purpose~ of this study. 
. . . . ' . ' 
_ No data on predictive validity is available for the Canadian Lorge-
. ' ' ' .. 
Thorndike. Intelligence Test. The authors state that the test correlates quite 
. highly with o.ther intelligence tests in the United States,- but data for 
.. .. 
.. 
. . 
Canadian pupiis have not y_et been obtained _(W~ight, ~968). The authors report 
. ~ 
items were sele.cted so tha-t for the most part they deal with symbolic relation-
shi~s. 
I 
' .-
.. 11 . ' 
. . 
I, 
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.. 
~ . 
In ansWering most qu,estio_ris a ·pupil ·is ·r~quired to - ~iiscQver a principlt; and the~ ~ 
·. 
apply it. 
• , f 
The test, then, has been designed td 'measure reasoning ability~ suggest-
. . ' 
., 
ing adequate content validity (Wright, 1968). 
I 
· The . Ca~adian . Lorge-Thorndike Group Intelligence Test was given to all ~ 
• ,. '<: , • '~ • • •• 
studGnts- ~rom Grade III to Grade XI in .December, +969. · Both Verbal and Non-
' ' ' 
' t .. • • l. 
. ve~bal test results were recoraed on the school recoras. These scores were 
- ,I ( . . .. 
-
obtained for each subject and used as, two ·separate v~riables. 
• ... Th'e m~an Ver~al IQ' scorEfs obtained were r85 .... 8~ for the 111 dropouts a~d . 
.98.72 for the same number of ~on~dropouts. The Nonverbal means were 84.92 fo 
_, ~ 
the drc?po.uts and 97.83 for the no·n~dropouts. :These ¥lean scores indicated str'ong ·" 
.... 
·discrimination between the dropo~t group and the non-dropout group for both the 
/\ ·. 
') . i Verbal ' IQ a~d Non-verbal IQ variables . I 
' I·-- , . 
. I 
' ' 
'Father's Occupation . 
. . 
An ·adaptation of. categories .devised by Warner . (1960) was used t~ cate- . . 
'· . 
'I 
l?orize the occupationfo£ the father of each .. subject. . The !~formation was 
collected from ~nd!vidual student records kept at th~ board office. The occu-
pat;l.on listed was placed into · o.ne of the fo.llowing nine categori!'!S:-
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7~ 
8. 
9. 
I ( Unemployed • .. 
Unskilled workers, laborerp, domestic servants 
Farmers . and fishermen .. 
Semi-ski~led workers · · 
.Proprietors of small .businesses 
Skilled workers ' 
Clerks and -kindred workers ' J 
Semi-professionals• officials of large bu.sinesses 
Pr~fessionals, prdprietors of ·large businesses . 
The. results of this categqrization' for both groups of 111 are . r~corded in 
I ,, 
• !able 2·. 
. , -
I } 
1 
I 
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Table ~2 
. 
\ .. 
Father's Occupation~ Adapted Categories of Warner a 
-
• .. 0 
.. 
' J 
c a t · e g o .r i ' e s 
' Groups 1 2 03 4 5 6 7 8 9 b nil · -
Qropouts (n~lll) " 20 24 8 41 ·2 3 '1 I 0 0 12 
·, .Non-dropouts (n=lll) 1~1 27 . . 3 43 ' 4 2 10 .6 1 5. 
., a wal~er (1960) 
' 
' -b Foster children or father .deceased J 0 
. t · • ' ' .. 
Category 1· refer~d to the unemploye.~ group, C_at~gories 2 _ through 6· re...:. 
- - . 
fer~d primarily to ~nskilled and skilled workers, .. 'and categ~[ies 7 to 9_ referred 
. . . . 
to "wh:i,te collar'.' occupations. Differenc_es in these catego~iz_~tions 'seemed to . 
be reflected in• the data presente~ in Ta~le 2, and led to' three new categories, 
J?re~ented in. Table 3. : 
0 Table 3 
, • . 
-· ~ . 
,Father's O~cupation: Adapted from Table 2 
-·, . 
· ' 
- . . .... . 
'• 
·' . 
-C· a t e _g 0 r i e s I .. 
. 
Groups -
. . 
-
.. 1a 2b 03c nil d . Means 
-
Dropouts (n=lll) 20 78 1 12 : 1.808 . 
I 
; 
Non-drQpputs (n=ll1) 10 \ ·79 17 5 . 2.066 
J .. . a . -Category l·in Table 2 
,· . b . . . 
Oategories 2 ~hrough \~ in Tab.l e 1. 
c _. l 0 
· Categbri es 7 through- 9 in Tabl e · 2 0 ' 
, . 
d. . 
Fos t e r children or f ather deceas ed 
-· 
.' ( 
1 ' 
I 4 
f' 
. t' 
I . I < 
\ . 
.... 
. .• J 
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· , 
Parents' Level of Education 
The level of education· of the father and mo'th~r ~f. each subject was studied. -. 
I \ . 
record form .of each· student: I 
that 'this · va~able has been . " · . . 
.... ..... __ ,....--.-...... ~
. . 
The literature reviewed previously showed 
" ... . .. · 
studi~d. for both father ~nd mother. and often for just one or · the 'other. The 
I . 
leve~ o~ ·education. of both the father and mother were include~ in this study as 
. -
separate· variables· becal,lse there was no rationale for selecting one over 'the · . . 
other. It was hope4 to discoyer .if one was more significant_ than the other in 
1 , t I 
Twelve categories of level of educC!t'ion for both the . fatlter arid mother. 
I ~· ·. 
were used: Grade . c'?mpleted from Gra~e 1. ~o Grade XI and a twelfth ca'tego~y 'of.· 
• Q 
·post Grade ~I educatioU: -The.~ean s~o~es ~btained ~~r the two ~rouRs.are re-
, ' 
' \. \ 'I ._ \ 
corded in Table 4. These ·.me1;1ns showed father! .s · l~vel of educa tio~ to be a 
' . . . . ., . \. ' . -<v: 
. better discriminator between the gro~ps than was mother's '·level: of education. 
• ,t • 
. . , ' ' 
Table 4 
, ' 
. . ~ 
Mean Scores for· Parents' Level Qf. Educati~n 
-.~ 
Variables . Dropouts . (n=lll) . N:on-dropouts . (n:o:111} .. Difference 
Father's lev~l . 5.34 7.09 1.75 
) 
~ r 
7.29 Mother's level 6.16 \' 1.13 I 
Number of Natural .Parents- in the Home 
The school. district repprted large numbers of foster children,enroled in 
school (Stack & Wilbur, 1971) ~ Children f~oui brok7n h_ome~-' . or4 orp~ne~ childr(n 
We~e ~elie~ed .more :p) to droppirig out ot scli~ol .. The number of· natural 
. ' 
., 
I • ; ·~ • 
'• ... 
.. 
' .,._ 
.. 
... 
. 
• , 
. •' 
' 
' ' 
• 
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• 
. ' 
par.~nts in the· home was i;heiefore, _included as .a variable. 
' . 
' . 
The ~hree possible 
., 
c~tegories were zero, one or two parents. ' 
I . 
· .~ 
' -~ . In -the dropout group 12 subjects'had no parents and. 7 had one p~rent. 
~ 
. ..~ 
...... 
.. 
. 
For the non-dro_pouts 5 had. no parents and 9 had one parent in the home • 
. .. ~ . . 
The 
' have .differing percentages of dropouts (Stack & Wilbur, 19?1). This · hypothesis 
4 
was based, in part, on' the fact that some COIIliDUnities were closer to an urban 
·. 
center. than were other communities in the district. . .. 
The ten colllillunities within the district were numbered 0 .to 9 ~ep_ending on 
their distance from the major ·center, the low. values 'being assigned to 
. 
communities close to an urban center. The number of .subjects in each community 
. . ,. 
is s~own in Table 5 and was ca~e~ community variable one. ,. 
·Table 5 
( 
·Community ·variable One 
'"' 
c 0 mmu n i t i e s · 
Groui>s 0 . 1 2 3· 4 5 6 7 
Dropouts 
'-\ 
cti=u1> ·s 6 6 20' .8 14 14 23 ' 
No-q..;dropouts 5 5, 12 19 7 9 13 18 
(n=l11) · · •, 
I ... 
8 
, 
' 
s · 
l{J 
9 
10 
9 
( --
-. 
Means 
. 4~91 
5.01 
.. . A secof!-d .connnunity var.iable 
differ~nces .. which existed in' th 
calculated in ~n attempt to better show the 
'• 
.. 
. ~ ~·· 
I , 
couununities. The proportion of dropouts 
~ 
. . 
) . 
'' ! 
\. 
\ . I 
;.. _ 26 
·) 
. i - ~· 
-and non-dropout~ for ~ach community was calculated as shown 1in Table 6. If 
there are no relationships between . dropping out and distance from the urban 
- . 
center~ then the pr9portions in Table 6· should have been ~50 for each community • . 
The dropout proportion- was then subtracted ·from the n:on-dropout percentage in 
s '"· • , .. I 
~ach community to find 'a positive (higher proportion of non-dropo~ts) ~r · 
The resulting va~ues ~ also showh in Table negative value for each community • 
.... 
6 • \ d i . i bl , ~ere use as cofillllun ty var a e two. 
4 
... 
Groups 
Table 6 
. Percentages of Dropbuts and Non-dropOuts for each 
Community and the Subtracted Values 
Used as Community Variable Two 
) 
'[ Communi ties 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 \ . 7 8 
" 
9 
. ; - Non-dropouts .50 .45 • 67 .49 .47 .39 .48 .44 • 74 .-.47 
·./ · Dropouts·· .50 .55 :33 • 51 .53 . .61 .52 .56 • 26 • 53 
· .. 
\ 
\ \' 
\ 
·\ 
\' I 
. 
1 
\ . 
\ . 
. . 
' \ ,. \ . 
\ . 
Co~unity Variab~e -Two .00 -.10 .34 -.02 1-.06 -.22 -.04 -. -.12 ·. · .48 -.06 
This community variable two discriminated between the two groups more 
stron&lY, than · did the first communit'y~aria~le. The meatyscores were -4.-0~ for· 
the 4ropout group and 4.3() fo_r the non-dropouts. 
'I-. 
I . ~ . --
Time Absent 
Studies previously r ·eviewed indicated that the ·dropout begins to dr~p_. 
. ~ 
out, through absenteeism·, before ac~ually be~oming a dropout. 
The pe't'centage of time' ab.sent for· the . tWo full school years before the . 
• t 
. . -
year of interest was_ calculat_ed fo~ · each subject •. 
l 
The mean percentages of time 
... 
~· :t t 
-~ -
I 
' . 
. .. 
L 
' '. 
' . 
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. . .. .. ,I 
' 
·' 
. . sr- ' . 
' 
absent obtained were· 14.6 pe,rcent for: the dropout . group and 6.0 percent ·for the 
non-dropout group, indicating' strong differences be~ween the groups. 
I) 
Teacher Ratings of Student Behavior 
( ' 
The cumulative record of each student in the district contained space 
. ' 
for t~e .evaluation_ of student b~avior by .homeroom teachers . . The ·evaluations· 
I 
made ' on each · subject during' his last full year of school w~re s~ud~ed. These 
evaluations were ' therefore made the year hefore tl\e student actually dropped 
out. 
. 1 
The f~llowing nine behaviors on which the teache~s rated students ~re . . 
·' . · 
sel~cted for study:. self..:.eontrol; <?CUrtesy; · leade~ship; co-operation;. a~~ irde . 
' ... .. . 
. : 
toward critici~m; · concentration, attention; tenac~d~ self-relianc~·~/ · \ fi 
These nine behaviors were selecteQ from tw~ty. categories on th~ c~ulative · 
\' . 
. I 
record 'f.orm on the basis of the~r similarity with behaviors rated by teach,ers in 
" .... 
' l 
. ; 
Other categoreis such · a~~ 
- ' ' 
;the previous~y ,revieWed studies i~ t~e literature. 
. ' 4 
. ~ ~ 
were operated in .the~ 
. . /. . . 
singing , and music were eliminated as no music programs 
. ' 
shows the .mean scores ob~ained for both g.roups on the nine variables. · The cori-
' 
centration variable had the greatest mean d~fference, followed .by attention and 
then tenacity. . ' 
· ' SOURCES OF DATA 
. Data tif .or this stu~y were collected f~om the f~lr~wt~g sources: 
I I . 
· - ~ 
I 
·-,_; 
tl 
... 
.. 
6 
. 
,' 
., 
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Table 7 
• u .•. :. 
. 4 . 
~ean Scores for the Nine Te~cher· Ratings 
Variables Dropouts (n=lll) Non-dropouts (n==lll) Difference · 
Self-control "2.01 2.33 . . 0.32 
. . " i\ 
·Courtesy '2. 04 2.44 0.40 
.. 
. I 
Leadership ·1.69 2.01 . 0.32 / 
Co:;-opet'ation \:·i. 90 2.31 · 0~41 
. . 
A~titude to Criticism 1. 88. 2.16 q.ia 
·. Concentrati.on 1.58 2. 28 0.-70 
Attenti-on !'.63 I '}I 2. 22 '. 0.59 
. ' . 
'l:ehacity . 1. 60 2.15 o.55 
. Self7Relianc_e 1.77 2 .. 21, ·0.44 
-01. ' 
1. Class lists used tb draw. studen~s from "the school population for 
. '. 
the non-dropout · sample. 
2, Individual student cumulative fplders that ·follow ' the student· from 
Grade ·· I to Grade XI in the system. 
... . 3. Classroom ~egisters. 
·_ Individi(cil' ;;tudent ~ecords 
nated with t~e t~s~ing program in 1969. 
·4. 
. . 
' kept at the boar~ office, w~cn?rigi~ 
STATISTICAL PROCEDURE~ ., 
The linear .discriminant t't!nction·, . a~uitivar:i.~te statistic equiv~lent · ' 
. ' . I 
to aiscriminant ' analysis~ was ·used ~o find the variableg Which most effectively 
discr:iminat~d betwe~n the c;lropout and non-dtop·out sample. . The reasons for· thl.s 
I 
choice were as follows: 
' . 
. . 
• 
•· .· 
. 'I 
. ! 
. . 't • : • . 
\. 
. . 
J' 
--
I 
. ·-
... 
·, ' 
n ; 
' 
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' . 
1." ' p • With scores on · several variables for groups' ~f individuals, .members · 
of 'the same. g~oup tend to· hav~ similar scores. They · tend to have· scores diff.erent 
· -~ -
from other groups with different charac_teristics. 
- . . ~ 
2. It ~s_ difficult to ~elJ. which variables are most important 'in de'..: 
terminini differences betw~en groups by_ obserVing the seve~~~ va~iabl~~ se-_ 
parately. This is because .of _the intercorrelati9ns which typically occu~ among 
variables measured on the same indivdiua_ls • 
.  
" ~ 3. Be~ause of individ':lal differences, it is difficult · to . tell which · 
• 0 
group an individual belongs to by observing t_ he variables separately. 
. ._/, 
. · 4. A single discriminant function will give the best combination of 
• • - . • . I 
several v~riables diScriminating between the dropout and non-dropout g~bups. 
5. The relative :importance of each· variable i.n the discrimination -can 
be found. by examining its weight d.n the discriminant function. 
~· The dis~riminant function can be used fo give the best statistical 
predicti'on of group membership (Spain, 1970t Cooley .. & Lohnes, 1962) • 
.. --, 
the 
: ~h~ ·main ~pplic~t:f.o~ • of t~e , linear_ dis~rimin~rit_ ~unc ti.'on r~~o-rted · in 
guidance .literature ·has been with career ·studies by 'Cooley (1963} •. Con-
. • . 
·. ' 
sidering only two variables, each subj~'C!t·--can .. ·'b:e-· represented . as a point in a tw.,-
dimensional "plane depending ort his combination Qf scores on th~ two VBt:riables.a 
. Qu~stions can be . asked about people having a particular combin,ation of variabl~ 
ax;td the complex computa~ions handled using· modern· electronic computers (Coo~ey ·.· 
& Lohnes, 1962, P·.. 6). 
\ 
·-
.. 
· . 
D 
.· 
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' . 
The squared 'standard_!~ed discrim~nant 'Weight gives the proportion of 
. . :in.dependent between_ groups va.rianc~ accounted for by a 'variable. Therefore~ the. 
· pattern of intercorrelations bf the variables becomes important as the weights ·· 
' can 'be ranked in _order of indepen~ent variance attributable to each variable~-
.. 
. (Spain, 1971) • 
0 
.• SUMMARY 
.. t , I • 
The Iii dropouts of the school year 1J69-70 and 19?0-71 were· matched 
., ~ • • • Clo 
by a non-dr!>pout group from the. st~d~n~dy be. using· ra:ndom ~ampling''str~tifie~ · 
. . . 
1 ~Y grade and . sex, proportional _ to the grade and sex of the dropout group • 
·1he variables of standardized achiev~ment, schoo~ a _chievement, mental 
' 
ability, father's .~ccupation, :parents' level of education, number of nat'?:i:'al 
. . ~ . 0 .. . .. ... 
~arents in the home, dwelling a-r;ea., time absent, and teacher ratings of' student. 
·-
. . - ., 
behavior were studied for both groups of subjects. · 
' • / I 
. ' . 
· Data for the study ~ere collected: from class 
. 1 . 
. 
. 
lists,. individual student 
cumulative folders, . classroom ·registers, and bo!ird of£ice records. 
' . ' 
The linear discriminant function. was used to ·find tlle 1nost ~ffective 
)' 
disc'riminators from the selected variables. 
·. 
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/ · .. _ ANAL YS!S OF DATA ., \ ' I 
. ~ I 
. . ' ·~ 
' . 
' .· . 
? 
' 
it is relevant to the two research que'stions posed ·. in Chapter .!. . This . chapter 
' . 
first ' presents de~criptive statistics and · the 'analysis of yariance f_or each 
· -:variable. The second section .presents the results of the di~criminant analysis. 
·RESEARCH QUESTION: ONE 
. . 
· .. 
. . ~ .. ' 
'.· The", purpose of this · section is to answer the teseai:ch·.:question--What 
., 
. ' 
I 
I 
\ : ~ 
·. 
. . 
. . . 
. . 
' • 
.. 
are ~bme of the· 'Q'ar~ab.les whicH coul~ pro:Vide . . a· ~asia for· eJ;fect~ve 'discrimin-
\ . ... ~ . \ . 
{ltion betw~en drop_ou~s· and non-dropouts. in the Newfoundland ~school district 
.s'tudied? 
\ ' 
I 
I 
l 
Descriptive Statistics 
Table 8 prese~ts the ?means .and standard deviations for bo~h. gr~ups ' . ~ 
,. , I . 
• 0 ' • • • tl : • • •• • 
on all tlje twenty-five investigated' v&r'iables • . · A. study of the means on thlls · 
. . ' . ) . - . ' 
t _able sugges.ts discrimination betw_een~· t~e two gfoups' ,in a~ expected dir~ctio~ .. 
. . . ... . . . '-:· . . 
for · all variables. For the averageness· and· tim~ absent variabtes,- the meal\ • , 
I 
"' .. 
scordt; for ,the dropout group' were 'higher than those· of the non-drop?ut group, . .. . 
• ·.I J • \ ' 4M~ .. .J 4. • 
·.as expected, For· all o 'ther variables· the means for .the -non-dropout _gr.oup were l 
. I . . • . . . . . . . • " -
• . 
- higher, as anticipated. Some variables seemed to discriminate better : than' ' 
•. 
.. . . . 
others :between the ~two groups. . 
"' 
. . 
0 • .. .. ... 
, I ' . · . .. . · ' ~. ~· ~ • . ~ 
. The nQ.n-dr?p_:out group showed s~me surpr~sing mei'-!l .score~. :· . T~eir per-
., 
t • ) • • - • • 0 - • '~'- • • • ' 
'fo~nce .~n\~e Can'a~~a~ . ~oroge..:Thorn~ike .'~erbal _ and N~.n-~er~a~ . I~ was slightly 
. 
. . 
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. ' 
· ~ bel~·average {tean = 100), yet their Canadian Test' of Bas~c Skills scores on 
the ·five• subtests i'I}vestigated w~re relat'ively low (mean = 50). This indicates 
. 
that ·achievement, eyen for the s~~dents staying in school, was below potential. 
'• 
Anaiysis of Variance 
The an~lysis of va~iance between the· dropout group and the non-
~ dropout group for all variaples studied is also presented in Table B. Statist!-
• ... J • 
..cally si~ificant diffe·~ences· were ,found for all but two. 'of the t'went"y-five 
?; · variables using-ANOVA •. Jhe~e two variables, number of natural parents and 
I , 
'. 
0 
I 
community variable l,~ere dropped from further consideration, as the .between 
" I ~ 
. ..,. 
group~!.. v~ian~e a·ccounted for by these variab!es would be att'ributed to sampling · 
. . . . . 
' 0 
: .. error71i o_~her yariables ~otentially ·eontributed ~o discrimination,. ~s t~e 
. between groups variance of each·, takef!. by ltpelf, was possibly. due to '"other 
factors in addition 'to sampling error. 
<' 
~~RCH QUESTION TWO 
This section apswers the second research question posed for. this study~-
" 
Can a model be devised, in~orporating the identified variables, that will pro..:. 
vi~e si:atisti~ally signif.i<:ant discrimination between· dropouts and non-dropouts? 
·~ 
.Discriminant Analysis 
In making a prediction 
• G' 
about dropping out of school: averageness ~nd 
.. . 6 
fn that schoo~ policy can control 
~ J J 
average are more arbitrary variabies, 
both, and in this particular school system, a .Policy of higher grades and 
greatly reduced grad~ repetition ha~ been institut~d · subsequent to the years 
for which data .was gathered. 
. . . 
The:rpefore, in the discriminant li).nalysis the 
.\.(' 
. 'l ./ 
/)· ' 
' 0 
.> 
r 
.-

: 
• 
;.. 
Table ,8 (Con't) 
Variable' ·· · Dropouts (n=64) Non-~ropouts (n=76) Difference F -
' ' 
· X s.D; S.D. 1 .xz ~ x2 •- XI 
.... 
Teacher Rating: Self contro·r 1.766 0.496 2.289 0.56~ .523 33.648 \. c. 
. 
30.03a Teacher Mting: Courtesy 1.828 0.579 2.395 0.\)634 .567 
·, ,., 
0.599 7.668 Teacher Rating: Leadership 1.688 0.560 1.961 .273 
, 
. ' Teacher Rating: Co-operation 1.719 0.548 2.276 o:6o2 .557 . 32.31a 
' . -. .. Teacher Rating:_ Attitude· toward • 
Criticism 1. 719 . . . 0.'548 2.105 0.556 ... . . 386. - 17.02a 
Concentration · ~ ' ·29.83a Teacher. Rat"ing: ·.· 1. 500 0.535 2.092 o. 715 .592 
- ·. 
Teacher Rating: Attention 1.469 0.534 2.105 o. 723 .~636 . a 34. 02·. 
•1 Teacher Rating: .Tenacity 1.500 0.504 2.079 . 0.560 .579 . 40.66 
a 
Teacher Rating: Self-Reliance 1.672 0.506 p2;105 ·o.624 . .433- 19.89~ 
I ---
'~ ., 
a Difference of means significant at the ' :os level of confidence using ANOVA with .1,138 
degrees of freedom.· • 
-" . 
.  
. • 
i 
. . 
.,. 
' ' 
,, 
'• 
. , 
··-. 
I ' 
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variables ,grade average and averageness were eliminated as well as the non-
significant variables community variable one and rrumb~r of natur~l~ pate~ts. 
-Table 9 indicates the dis~riminant weights and proporti?ns of between 
. ' . groups va~ance for the remaining . twenty-one variaQles involved in the discri-
minant ana·lysi's/ . In the interpretation of. this table, the discriminant weights 
were standardized so that they could be compared directl.y to determine the 
variables that were most important in the .discrimination. Where the discriminant 
d' 
weight was positive, a high variable score was· as~ociat~d with not dropping out r 
. ~ 
of school, and a low score with: dropping out •. ~ Where the d~scriminant weight 
' 'II .' 
\ 
was negative, a high;rairiable score w~s associated with dropping out of school, 
.. 
atld a low score with no't dropping. out. . , 
..... 
'The discriminant weight gave the propprtions of between groups ' variance 
' ~ . 
accounted for by ·a particular variable which ·was it\dep_e~dent of the be~ween 
' groups va~iance accounted for by var~~bles of highe~ rank order. 
' • Verbal IQ. The ' top ranking variable! in the discriminant ~malysis waif 
. \ 
Verbal IQ. This vari~ble accourtted for nearly 38· percent of the between . groups 
variance. A high Verbal IQ score was associated with not droppi~ out of 
I • • . ' • . 
~chao~, as expected. 
Time absent. The second. ranking var~able was absenc~, which accounted 
(• ·, . 
. l . . 
for over 14 ·percent of the re~ining variance. A high score qn this. variable. 
\ . " 
, 
was associated with dropping out . of school, . as expected. These first t~o. 
• 
variables together accounted for 52 percent of the betwe~n groups variance : 
Self-reliance. The teacher rating of s~udent self- reliapce was the 
thir4 ranking vari~ble. A pigh~ score on this var~able was ass0c~ated wi th 
• . . 
.,-
' ' 
.... 
1' . ' ' 
.. . 
' 
. -
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drdpping out of school, Ieven though the mean score on this variable was lower 
'. 
• fl ..., . -
· for 'the dropout group (se~ Table 8) • . "~In examining this apparent contradiction, . · 
, ~ ~· no ~."d ·.thati 'the. :orr elation ~itp V~rba'l. I~was 0 :~4 a~d ~ t,h time absent 
. . . . . ~ 
was _:....0.39. Th~se corireiations :i,ndicate that although self-reliance scores 
I ' I ' • • ' ' - d 
c • 
measured some qf th~ same factors already accounted for by the higher ranking 
. , , ' . 
-Verbal IQ ·and absence . variables,' the. s-elf-reliance s~ore . also contain~ed an 
' t . . : '--
indep~ndent component not related -to th~se s~o-res.. This ·unknown component 
accounted for n~arly 10 per~,entof the b~t~~en groups va~iance and discritnin-
, 
j'lted in a direc.ti~n. oppof.ite to th~t exPec;'ted. "# ' • 
Co-operati~n. The fourth ranking variable was the teacher ·rating of 
/ 
student co-operation, which accounted for ~ear~y seyen, per;ent ~f the 
be~~een · groups variance. A high co-operation score was associated with not ' 
' .. 
clr-opping out of. school:, indicated -as well by the mean scores obtained: 
. . • I , 
Vocabulary. Vocabulary was ranked as· the fifth most important dis-
.' .___ ' ' 
cri~inatbr, but, like self- reliance, discriminatep in a ·direc~ion opposite 
...., .. . . -.... ' 
. to that expected. Hi~h scor~s on yoc_abulary wer~ a_ssoci a t ed with .dropping. 
out. Agai~, vocabulary had a correlation- ~f 0.66 ~th absence, and 0.28 
/ ' 
":' 
wi_th co-dpe:r:ation. The pattern of · inter-co·rrelations ~as fairly complex; 
however, it' is apparent that vocabulary h ad a component _ facto~ that was in-
{ . . ' ~ \ dependent o'f these four_ variables. This factor accounted for nearly ~ix 
percent of _the variance between the -dropout and non-dropout groups . The 
" 
' . 
- existence of this component is not,eworthy __ in view of. the fact that verbal IQ 
' I 
'is usua·lly thought to be quit-e depeJ?-dent on vocabulary and other, language 'sk-ills. 
• 
In som~ ·way a high valu·~ of this .. _d1d~penden~ component i s related to dq,ppi.ng 
.. 
' in school. out, whil~ a low value' is related to staying 
. ( _ .' P \~ 
It 
' ' 
: • 
·~ ... . J 
• 
:• 
\ - -~ 
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" 
Table 9 ,~\ 
" · 
Discriminant Weights and Prgportions of 
Between Groups Variance 
Proportion of 
Rank · Disc.riminant Between Groups 
variables Order Weight Variance · 
Verbal I_Q 1 7 .. 686 . o.3W 0. 3785 
.. Time absent 2 -4.692 0. 1411 o. 5196 
\ 
, 
Self-reliance l -3.896 0.0973 0. 6169 
Co-.operation •4 3.254 t' 0.0679 0. 6848 
.. 
Voca_bul~. 5 .' -2.976 0.0568 . 0.. 7416 
Mother's education 6 ' 2.696 0. 0466' 0. 7882 
English usage _7 -2.47'0 I 0.0391 ' 0."8273 r 
~ Tenacity . 8 2.241 0.0322 0. 8595 
' I;> 
Attention 9 1.858 O.OZ21 0.8~16 
Attitude criticism · 10 . -1~ 843 .. 0.0~18 ~34 
.. 
-
Sel£-controJ. 11 • 1. 707 . 0.0187 0.9221 
' 
Community 2 12 L-6~9. o:o168 0.9389 
Concentration· 13 .500 0.0144 0.9?33 
Father's education 14 1.441 0~0133 . 0.9666 
Non-verbal IQ 15 1.274 , · o.nio4 . o. 9770 
Reading . . 16 1.161 ' 0.0086 0~'9856 
~.th problems' 17 -0.909 ·. 0.005'3 ., o. ~9o9 
' 
Leadership 18 -0.858 0.0047 0. 995~ 
. 
• Courtesy 19 -0.639 Q.0026 o. 9982 
-Father's occupation 20 -0.536 0.0018. 0. 9999 
· Math concepts 21 -0.078 0.0000 1.0000 
' • 
" I I 
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' .. . ' 
Mother's level of education.· The sixth ra~king vari~ble was mother' y . 
l~veJ. o~ educ'ation, which 'accou~ted for nearly five per-cent of the remaining 
b~twee~ gro~ps vat"i~n~e. - A high score ~n this·var:f.abl~ J~s associated with not 
. ! 
I I 
dropping otlt of scqoo11, as expected. 
Twenty-nine P.E7rcent of th~ variables studied, therefore, accounted 
for. nearly 79 percerit of·'.the between groups variance. 
{ 
The remaining variables. · The fifteen remaining variables contributed 
~ · 
1', ,, -
.less than · four percent of the remaining _between .s~oup~va~iance each. These 
,-~ . ' 
smaller prop.ortions of b'etween groups variane;e Cd~ld have been a result of 
sampling error ~ather than consi~_tent discrim'ination- between' the . groups in 
these . variables. .' Uence, the fifteen remaining variabl~s were not considered 
significant· _discrimiq_ators·. 
-
·Thus, leadership is not . a significant variable. Yet it correiates ·0.66 
with ~lf-r~liance, which is s.ig~ificant. Teachers reacted to similar student 
behaviors in: rating these two variables-. That part of the -l _eadersh_ip score - . 
l -. 
, .Whic}1 was · independent of self-reliance and other higher ranking variables only 
' . 
accounts · for 0. 4 7 percent of the between groups varia.nce and could be accounted 
for''by sampling error •. There is more assurance, on the -~ther hand, that self-
-.. . . . . ' . ~ ..... 
\, 
reliB:nce will ·consistently show a similar relationship in future samplings, 
. ; 
~ssuming•that,n~ fundamental . change occurs in the ·popuia~ion. 
' I • ( 
Means and Variances of Discriminant Scores 
' . " 
The mea~s and variances of 'the discriminat_l.t ~cores _ for both group~sed 
~~ the ~iscrindnant :analysis are presented ·iJn ·~T!i~le 10. Assuming that the dis-
·criminan~ scores are no~lly distributed (Coole f. Lohnes, 19~~), this model 
. . . 
_/. - .,' < J .··. ,• 
( > 
.. 
, '·. '= ,. 
\ 
• 
' ' 
,. 
.. 
.. 
._, 
•. 
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will misclassify abo4t 12,71 perce~t of the students in the ~ample. This . .. 
~ . . 
means ',12. 71 percent ~f the dropoutf! would be classif'it;!a non-dropou~s. and· !-2. 71 
'percent of tbe non-dropouts would be mis-classified as dro.pouts . 
. - ~ 
.. 
_Groups 
Dropouts 
Non-dropouts 
- ' 
v 
~ 
·Table 10 
Means and Variances of Discriminant ·Scores ·; 
' 
'!} 
"' 
Mean. 
5.08 
7.08 
SUMMARY 
Variabce 
0.732 
0.743 
all but 
An ana\Jsis of .va~ian~e. ~f all the var~ables studied disclosed that •. 
n~er o~ natu~a~ ~re~ts an~ communit~ yariable 1 4iffer~d · s\gnifi-_ 
in the d~o_pobt and ~on-dropout 'groups: ' . . 
• " \ I 
Subse~uently, . -a discr:f:minant analysis proc_ed~;.re was used ·which .con-
sidered all the'variables studied except overa~eness,,grade average, . arid . the 
·tw~ non-significant . variables. It was: dete~ined that the most im~ortant 'd\_8-
. I . . . 
. criminators were ve~bal IQ, .absence, self~relia~ce, c~-operation, vocabulary, 
6nd mother's le~el of education. This model would correctly classify appro~-
' imately ~7.3 percent of the sample. ' 1 • 
The varifles ·. self-reliance and. vocabulary,~ while discriminat_ing sig-_ 
,. I , . 
nificantly, did~so in a ~irection opposite to that expected. 
' 
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Chapter 5 
\ . 
CONeLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, , RECOMME~ATIONS ''I' ' 
·' 
Pbresented in this chapter is an overview of the .·st:udy to ·this point, 
a sect~on op the ·canclusions made, the implications 
)\:. . . . ' . 
.. 
of. the studys and a 
section on recommendatipns' for further s~udy. 
:" . 
' ·· OVERVIEW' 
The purpose of the s 'tudy was to develop a · model which could be -used 
. ' \ . 
···in the. id~ntificati~n· and prediction of potential school d'ropouts. This model 
. . \ . . . . . . . 
has determined the extent to which certain.selected variables. discriminated be-
twee~ d~opo\t~ and non-dropouts. In order that the variables studied could al:· · 
\' 
be used by sahools in the futur,e, st>ecial instrumentation' was avoided. 
\ 
The variables used were the five Canadian Test of Basic Skills subtests 
. . 
'(oc~bulary, Reading Compr~hen~ion, English Us~ge, Ma thema t .ical Cone epts, and 
', I <II. I ' I ' 
~ Mathematical Problem Solving; school achievement in· the form of grade average 
. ' . / . ' ' . ' \ 
and overagene~s · va_r~a~les; the two mental . ab_i~ity variables of yerba.l (n<J. . non-
verbal IQ from the C~nadian Large-Thorndike Group Int~lligence Test; father's\ 
. . , ~- , I . 
'ocC:upationaf level; . mother's level o'f education and father's level of education'; ' 
I ' I . 
number of natura'! parents in the home; two dwelling area variables' community 1 
' . ' 
and community· 2; percent of time ab~ent; and the nine variables involving 
( ' ' 
teac~er rat·ings of student self--control, courtesy, leadership,, co-ope't'atio~,' 
•'' 
' 
I 
I . . . 
attitude toward c;riticism, concentration, ~ttention, tenacity a~d self-reliance •. ·. 
' 40 
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' . . 
.· · Twent,-t~r~. of. these .initia1 twenty-five 
statistically disc~i~nate between .. the two groups· 
variables were found to • 
~rom the . ~sis of va~iance~ ' 
I " ~ I 
The two e:~Cceptions, number of natural p.iTents and copmmn1ty variable 1, 'Were 
..... ' 
eliminated from f~rther con'sideration. The s·chool achievement variables of 
J . . . t ' . . . . . ,
grade average and overage were. also eliminated from th~ discriminant analysis : · 
bec~use.a n~w promotion poli~y in the district was eliminating the streng~h of 
these variables for future studies. 
. .. 
The remain.ing twenty-on_e variabi~s provided the model that discriminated 
. ~ 
between the two groups. The most important variables were verbal IQ~ absence, 
... 
self-r~liance, co-operation, vocabulary, and· mother's level of education. These 
· ,.., •. 6 vari~bles accounted for 79 percent of the between group~ variance · between 
. !-. 
; 
the dr-~pouts ~nd non-dropout:s. This -model would correctly classify 87.3 per7 
cent of the sample. 
( 
·CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis o_f the analysis of yariance ·all the selected variables I 
. discriminated between the . two groups•, . except for the number of natural parents 
· 7and coriununity variable 1. ., ' . . . 
·, .. 
.. 
. ... 
The failure of n~~r o·f natural patents to discriminate·was not in 
accordance with. the expectations of school personnel· who believed that foster 
children, 'in paftic~ar' ower~ mer·~ dispo~ed toward droppirtg out. }The;e ~as 
'. 
'\ 
,. 
. ~~ . 
_no apparent disposition of dropouts to come from one _rparent:- or foster homes. 
,, 
Only.· 7. 6 percent of . the t9tal sample came from f<>ster h<?mes, 5. 4 percell:t being 
(~~ 
dropouts and 2, 2 percent being non..:.dropouts ~ . There.fore, .wh:tle it cannot be 
, ~ I , - ' 
. . . 
. conclud·ed tnat dr?~out\ ~erid ~o ·,be foster childr~n, it might ~e· true that. foster 
, . 
a · 
·' 
·. 
·j 
Q 
I , 
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-r.- : 
children tend to be dropouts. This matter requires further study~ 
The extreme diffe~ces be~ween the verbal· and· non~verbal ~Q scores 
of the two groups should also be noted. .·The two groups possessed quite differ-
' f . 
ent l~els of academic ability. Further to this, if, as earlier reported, non-
verbal IQ is quali~ative~y different from verbal IQ only on its independence of 
. 
verbal skills learn~d by the s~bject, one can conclude t~at level of reading 
~bility is not a factor co~tributing to •tne low IQ scores. 
• I 
In other words, . 
even. though the·re.ading achievement. of .dropouts is demonstrably low, this in-
abil.:f.ty to read has not affected rhe validiiy of .. the tQ scores. 
rn·· co~nection ~ith this; it was determined that reading, itself, did 
not contribute significantly to the discrimination. I~ that reading c~mpre-
4 
he~sion is 9-uite highly related to intelligence, this is not surprising. _ lndeed, 
some authorities believe that reading comprehension is ac~~lly a measure of 
intelligence (Strang~ 1969); Table 1 indic.at.es ~that dropouts were r!=!adin~ 
at about the twelfth percentile. An IQ of 8S . correspond~ to about ~he sixteenth 
percentile of ability. This suggests that dropouts were. reading fairly . close . 
./ . 
... 
to their ability and that .remedial programs . in reading would be of· little use 
to them. There was the further suggestion that an inability' to cope with / : 
~ 
school subjects was associated with dropping out. There was a possibility that 
this had nothing to do wit~ mastery of basic skills. 
It cannot be concluded, however, that lack of ability is ~ root cause 
.of d~opping out. 
. "' 
Social and emotional variables asso~iated with incompete~ce 
e J 
~y · be causes and programs designed to eliminate these would then eliminate the 
. . 
ability ·of intelligence to discriminate between the twa groups • 
: .. . 
i • 
. · 
. . . 
' I 
.· 
.. 
I'. 
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The reading achievement of the "non-dropout ~roup was around the twent~-
r • 
fifth percentile although the IQ was around the forty-seventh percentile. 
lative to their abi~ity' the(on-d~opout grqup d~<it-~ot achieve in r~a~ing 
Re- . 
nearly . 
"'oq 
as well as the dropout group. 
Discriminan~ Analy~is 
' \ ~ " ~ . The model presented in Table 9 shows that the first six va-r:~ables' ~· 
. . 
accounted · for nearly. 79 percent of the 
0 
'. 'I 
variance between the dropout ·and non-
. . • ? 
dropout groups. · This full model of :-21 variables would misclas"Sify only 12.7 
percent of the subjects. Reducing the number of variables to six would increase 
• t 
the rate of mi~?classification _somewhat·. 
. . 
'!he model 'tells us that; relative to the non-drppout, the ·dropout tended 
J, 
to score lower on. verbal ·intelligence, teacher ratin,gs of student co-op.eration 
and mother" s lev~l ~f ed~c~on.. He tended 
of self-reliance, . vocabufary~nd .absence. 
to score higher on teacher · ratings 
! ~ • 
J . 
... .. 
A 1 l the· other variables . studi~d contributed only ·small proportions of. .
1
1 • ~ ' the between groups variance ev~n tho:gh all but 'two .did disc~iminate b.etwee~ · "/'~ 
I . " . / 
the two samples~ In general, th;se variables can be consipered to have me~sured 
. I 
much the same factors as were measured by the six most i mnortant variables. -~ . I .. 
L~w verbai. intelligence t·~st scores were by far the most ~mpo~ant · co~-
' 
· tributing scores in the discrimination. Verbal IQ c.ontributed two and one half 
.. 
I 
times as muc~ to the between groups variance as did the· next most . ·important. 
• • I . 
variabl~. absenc~, In gener~l, achieveMe~t fac~ors did not dis;timinate im- . 
porta~tl:Y . excOpt as·. they Were t'elat~d to the verbal intellige7 e score. This 
, . ·; . \ i. 
. .. -
. . "o 
., ,; 
,• 
I ,' 
\ ' 
\ 
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.· 
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44 ·. 
. finding' casJ:S doubt' on the .underachievement factor being a root·· ·cause of dropping 
out. Rather,. other factors associated with low intelligence may be very im-
. . 
. portant. Social, e~t:i.onal and attitudinal facto_rs, or expectancy factors, may 
' . 
all be linked with the intellectual ~bility of a dropout. Considering the effect 
-.. o4: int~lligence in discriminating drbpouts add non-dropouts in the 'samples 
·studied, these· factors· may b~ very. important: · · ..
If · unde~ach~evement is not a factor, and dropouts· tend not to be under• 
achiever~, remedial. progra~ in basic ac~d~ic skills will ~ate -~~l;· a ~rgin~l 
. 0 . 
effect on ·dropping out. P~ogr~m~ to minimize the effect of fail~re, for. example 
. . . 
soc:f.,al promotion, as well ~y ha:ve no' effect if' ·conconunitant ' programs to de-
'velop co~petency . of some sort are not ini~iated. 
I 
... 
IMPLICATIONS 
I. 
. . \ 
./ 
' . \.. . . 
. . . . · ~ 
The school district wher~ this study was carried out is con~erned· ·about 
_,, 
s~udents' who· drop ·out of school. This m9del may now be used to help preq_ict whi.ch 
B 
students Will tend to be fut.ure dropouts. This ~B help identify for .the 
schools those students on whom they. should focus pr9grams aim~d at reducing the 
0 ' 
. . .. 
~umber. 0:u::::o::~~ ation." should show ;AcriJinat~on between dropouts and non-
j~ . . 
dropouts · which is sed on new variables. · Progra~s ~hich are to be su~ces~ful ~ ( . . (f 
in r'fdu~ing the n~er of d~~p~~ts sh~S'id . b.e directed :~ the causes which: are 
. ' . . ~ . . . 
related to the differences in t~e variables which discriminate the two groups. 
,. 
· In terms of the largest cbntribution to the total discrimina~ion, the 
-;-- • 0 • , 
tested :i.ntell:f.~J?.C~ . of 'the students S~ould be an importa~t consideration in the. 
. . . ' . . 
. . . 
. ' ' , .. . 
'. 
., 
. .. 
. ) 
. . 
. 
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. 
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: on both portions of ·:the· Canadian Lor~e-Thor~dike with· theu ·suggestion that verbal . 
.. o. ,.., "' factors were not influential in c.ausing the low scores. in that low scores on· 
' . 
the intelligence test are predictive of low .academic achievement; it ;is p~ssible 
· that psyc~ological and social pressures related to teelings of inc~mpeten~~ 
.. . 
a~d jlack of relevan~~ of academic work are causes .of,dropping ou~. The fact 
-~· 
that underachievement, .while ~ot rulPed dut, see~ed to b·~ ~~ . less :importa~t con-
sideration, makes it important to investigate new curricula which are not highly 
. ' I 
related tq present academically oriented·curricula as possible ~elutions to 
,-• 
. . 
Present programs which focus on remedial work ·for _ac~demic de-
.ficiencies would not appear to have much chance of' success with the present . 
. . . 
dropout. , ~ik~ise, programs which· focus ,on so-cial··~nd psychological factqrs· put 
l ·. 
ne·gleC:t the problem of achievement would seem heB:ded for failure. 
\ ' 
'• . 
RECOMMENDATIO~S .I 
c • • • 
. The following are recommendations. for further study: 
• • .:a • t 
""""' ' 
•! 
• 1 1;· · . Study the. rela"ti.onship bet;ween ·,being ·a f?ster ·chilq and disposi~~o~ . . ·· 
. ~ . \ 
. \ ' 
toward·. dropping out.-
' . 
2. Test the hypothesis ~ha~ the d~opou~ tends to ' have low academic 
. ~ . 1 . 
.-ability (intelligence) rather than being retarded in, ·learning .oasic skills. · 
. . . 
.. 
. .._._ 
. 0 !· 
Investigate social, emotional, and at~itudinal· factors which might 
• - " • £J • 
' be related to dropping out · and possibiy linked, .4:o. the intellectual~ abiltty' of. · 
·. 
the dropout11 ,, 
. A~ ..,_ In~estigate the effects -of teacher and parent expec.tancy a':ld a .. 
. ' 
possible· link with int.~llectual · ability. ... 
. ~ 
' 
5. The causelil or . reasons ·,for absence . spould be found. 
-·· 
-
' 
. · . 
. " ,, 
·, 
~ :· f 
. ' 
.. 
.• 
: 
' ,"'!- - ~ · 
.•. 
' •. 
-· 
·-· 
~ -
·-
I ,' 
·: I . 
. I ) ,, 
L··.: . 
f· · .•.· 
' e 
'·~· 
.. -
6. 
p • 
• • ~ f 
. 
. ~ 
A fact~r.anal,ytic 
.. 
~tudy should" b.e :· ccinduct'ed 
.. 
.. 
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., 
• , D 
' 
prt the teach~r· .. ratings 
. 
of stud~nt bebavrors to l1elp discover the true natur.e of stupent charac1::er is ti'Cs 
which a~e bei~g rated by the teachers. 
7. Verbal IQ and vocabulary should be studied· fur.ther' in view of the"' 
. • I 
· .. · .. . unexpected variation between these ·variables. 
l 
8. 
. . .
. This·. study should be replicated to "estimate the · effects o.f ~ sampling 
' error on the mode~ which was · developep • 
. 9. The _ s~udy should be repeated ·in other areas to determine-to ~hat ' 
extent _t_h~ · findings of this studys ar~ supported~ and. to s~e , what. c;lifferences 
'I! 
may. be at~ibbJed to local '~onditions. 
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